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Embedding Adaptive Features in the ArduPilot Control
Architecture for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

Peng Li, Di Liu, Xin Xia, and Simone Baldi

Abstract— The operation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) is often subject to state-dependent alterations and
unstructured uncertainty factors, such as unmodelled dynamics,
environmental weather disturbances, aerodynamics gradients,
or changes in inertia and mass due to payloads. While a large
number of autopilot solutions have been proposed to operate
UAVs, none of these solutions is able to counteract the effects
of state-dependent and unstructured uncertainties online by
parameter estimation and adaptive control techniques. This
work presents a systematic integration of adaptive control into
ArduPilot, a popular open-source autopilot suite maintained
by a large community of UAV developers. Adaptation features
are embedded in the ArduPilot control structure without
altering the original architecture, to allow users to use the
autopilot suite as usual. Tests show that the proposed adaptive
ArduPilot provides consistent improved performance in several
uncertain flight conditions. The source code of the proposed
adaptive ArduPilot is released at https://github.com/
Friend-Peng/Adaptive-ArduPilot-Autopilot.

I. INTRODUCTION

The possible applications of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) have been increasing steadily, so that several com-
panies and research centers are experimenting the use of
UAVs in daily-life tasks, e.g. for last-mile delivery of goods,
monitoring of traffic systems, inspection of infrastructures,
and so on. At the same time, realizing these tasks is not
trivial, as the existence of gaps in guidance, navigation, and
control of UAVs is recognized even in simpler tasks [1].
Nowadays, a large number of off-the-shelf autopilots propose
guidance, navigation, and control solutions for UAVs: exam-
ples include PX4, ArduPilot, AscTec, Navio2, among others
[2]–[4]. Despite these autopilots being maintained by large
communities, their capabilities of dealing with uncertainties
in the UAV or in its environment are still limited [5]. These
limits become more substantial as the tasks become more
complex and unstructured.
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A typical example of uncertainty is the presence of pay-
loads suspended or attached to the UAV. The operational
parameters of these payloads (payload mass and geometry,
cable length, etc.) are typically unknown in advance. As these
parameters alter the flight dynamics considerably, the autopi-
lot controllers need to minimize the alteration effects. How-
ever, users repeatedly experience that the controllers of off-
the-shelf autopilots are unable to deal with such alterations
and require continuous tuning to perform satisfactorily for
different payloads. In fact, off-the-shelf autopilots presently
rely on linear control techniques that can only cope with
specific nominal flight conditions: changing such conditions
requires to change the gains of the controllers to avoid loss of
performance or even instability [6], [7]. The recent survey on
guidance, navigation, and control for UAVs [1] confirms that
currently there is no autopilot explicitly designed towards
adaptive operation, e.g. capable to elaborate the informa-
tion of the current UAV dynamics and to autonomously
reconfigure the control action by adaptive control techniques
[8], [9]. A systematic use of these techniques would make
the autopilot able to cope with uncertainty and unmodelled
dynamics in the UAV or in its environment. This work
presents a systematic integration of adaptive control into
ArduPilot, a popular off-the-shelf autopilot. The main reason
for considering ArduPilot is its open-source nature: arguably,
ArduPilot and PX4 are the autopilot systems maintained by
the largest communities of UAV developers. ArduPilot and
PX4 autopilots can be interfaced with several open-source
tools, such as the Robot Operating System (ROS) or the
Micro Air Vehicle Link (MAVLink) protocol [10], [11].

Guaranteeing stability and robustness in unstructured flight
scenarios are challenges in adaptive control of UAVs [12],
[13]: even though some proofs exist to show stability against
the adverse effects from parametric uncertainties and external
perturbations, crucial structural assumptions are made on
such uncertainties and perturbations. Most often, uncertain-
ties and perturbations are assumed to be bounded a priori.
However, the authors have shown in previous work that
unmodelled dynamics of UAVs are state-dependent (i.e.
cannot be bounded a priori) and require appropriate adaptive
control designs [14], [15]. The main contribution of the
present work is to show that provably stable adaptive control
tools for state-dependent unstructured uncertainties can be
seamlessly integrated in ArduPilot without modifying its
basic architecture. The integration is presented for fixed-
wing UAVs (i.e. the ArduPlane module of ArduPilot), but
we expect that a similar integration is possible for any aerial
or non-aerial vehicles for which ArduPilot or PX4 have been
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thought, such as spherical robots and hybrid rolling/flying
systems [16], [17]. In fact, all these modules rely on a similar
cascaded linear control architecture, which is amenable to the
proposed adaptive solution. Hence, we argue that the solution
proposed in this work can impact several types of unmanned
vehicles and autonomous systems.

The work is organized as follows: Section II presents
related works on adaptive autopilots; Section III gives infor-
mation about the original open-source ArduPilot architecture;
Section IV shows how adaptation is embedded without
modifying the original architecture. Section V shows with
comparative experiments that the proposed adaptive autopilot
outperforms the original one. Conclusions are in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The importance of adaptation in UAVs is well known in
the literature. Adaptation to unknown payloads was studied
in [18] and implemented in PX4 via a model reference
adaptive control technique. The possibility of using non-
recursive and recursive parameter estimation on-board of
UAVs was examined in [19]. Adaptation of UAVs to different
wind conditions has also been the subject of several studies,
usually relying on compensating for the offset position error
induced by the wind disturbance [20]–[22]. Adaptation in
formations of UAVs was studied in [23], [24]. These and
other works show the importance of overcoming the linear
control implementation of off-the-shelf autopilots.

Software-in-the-loop or hardware-in-the-loop UAV plat-
forms have been proposed based on open-source firmware,
such as ANT-X [25] or RflySim [26], based on PX4 and
MATLAB. These platforms are customizable by the user
for education and research, e.g. the users can directly use
MATLAB to design low-level controllers (attitude, position
control) and high-level applications (decision-making, au-
tonomous flight), with no need to access the C/C++ underly-
ing autopilot code. However, these customizable platforms do
not provide adaptive control features, which require indeed
to access the C/C++ underlying autopilot code.

At the same time, researchers proposed their own autopi-
lot architectures, either based on model predictive control
[27], underactuated Euler-Lagrange dynamics [28] or deep
reinforcement learning [29], among others. These autopilots
require completely different architectures, which cannot op-
erate along with the original off-the-shelf architecture. Adap-
tation methods based on these architectures, such as adaptive
predictive control [30], disturbance observer control based
on Euler-Lagrange dynamics [31], or deep learning based
on neural networks [32], require to substantially modify or
completely replace the original open-source autopilot.

The approach we adopt departs from these philosophies.
We aim to keep the same open-source ArduPilot control
architecture, while making it adaptive. The approaches we
are aware of that are most in line with our philosophy are
[33], [34]. The authors of [33] proposed a two-step procedure
consisting of UAV system identification and Proportional-
Integral-Derivative (PID) gain optimization. The objective is
to find the optimal PID gains for the same original control

TABLE I
MAIN VARIABLES IN ARDUPILOT CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

Name Description
_SPE_est Estimate of specific potential energy
_SKE_est Estimate of specific kinetic energy

_STE Specific total energy
_SEB Specific energy balance

_SPE_dem Demanded specific potential energy
_SKE_dem Demanded specific kinetic energy
_STE_dem Demanded specific total energy
_SEB_dem Demanded specific energy balance

desired_rate_r Desired roll angle rate
achieved_rate_r Measured roll angle rate
desired_rate_p Desired pitch angle rate
achieved_rate_p Measured pitch angle rate

accel_y Measured lateral acceleration
omega_z Measured yaw angle rate

structure of the PX4 flight stack. The authors of [34] imple-
ment a retrospective cost adaptive controller on PX4, paying
attention that the designed controller integrates well with
the existing PX4 firmware. Despite the progress presented
in these works, the uncertainty is a standard parametric
uncertainty and the crucial point of state-dependent unstruc-
tured uncertainty is overlooked there. Indeed, the stability of
adaptive autopilot systems in the presence of complex state-
dependent uncertainties is missing in the current literature.

III. BACKGROUND

Fixed-wing UAVs are complex underactuated systems,
with six degrees-of-freedom (three positions and three ori-
entation angles) controlled via four inputs (aileron, elevator,
rudder, throttle). Complexity arises from the fact that lon-
gitudinal and lateral dynamics are coupled, and that many
parameters and aerodynamics coefficients related to the flight
dynamics are difficult to obtain. To deal with such com-
plexity, virtually all off-the-shelf autopilots use PID control
because of its simplicity and low computational features. The
fixed-wing UAV control architectures in ArduPilot and PX4
(as well in other autopilots) are organized according to two
layers: the Total Energy Control System (TECS) to control
the throttle and pitch demand, and the attitude layer to control
roll, pitch and yaw (cf. Fig. 1). Both layers utilize control
loops closed with PID gains. In the following, we describe
such control architecture. When possible, we use the variable
names as they are found in the ArduPilot source code [2]:
the most important variables are reported in Table I.

A. Total Energy Control System (TECS)

The Total Energy Control System comprises 2 PID loops:
• One PID loop aims to control the throttle demand
_throttle_dem by regulating the total energy of the
UAV (potential energy plus kinetic energy);

• Another PID loop aims to control the pitch demand
_pitch_dem by regulating the energy balance of the
UAV (potential energy minus kinetic energy).

The rationale of the TECS architecture is that the throttle
increases the rate of the total energy of the UAV, whereas
pitching allows the UAV to exchange potential energy into
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kinetic energy (and vice versa). By convention, in ArduPilot
the energies are defined as

_SPE_est = _height ∗ GRAVITY_MSS,
_SKE_est = 0.5 ∗ _TAS_state ∗ _TAS_state,

(1)

where _SPE_est and _SKE_est stand for estimates
of specific potential energy and specific kinetic energy,
respectively, being _height the altitude of the UAV,
GRAVITY_MSS the gravity coefficient, and _TAS_state
the UAV true air speed. The UAV mass is not included in the
energy, hence the term "specific energy". The specific total
energy and specific energy balance are defined as

_STE = _SPE_est+ _SKE_est,

_SEB = _SPE_est− _SKE_est,
(2)

Accordingly, one can define a specific total energy de-
mand and specific energy balance demand based on the
demanded altitude _hgt_dem_adj and demanded true air
speed _TAS_dem_adj, which are called like this because
ArduPilot "adjusts" online the demanded altitude and air
speed to respect some safety bounds. We have

_SPE_dem = _hgt_dem_adj ∗ GRAVITY_MSS,
_SKE_dem = 0.5 ∗ _TAS_dem_adj ∗ _TAS_dem_adj,
_STE_dem = _SPE_dem+ _SKE_dem,

_SEB_dem = _SPE_dem− _SKE_dem.
(3)

Algorithms 1 and 2 illustrate the ArduPilot TECS
pseudocode. The complete TECS code can be found
in AP_TECS.cpp in the ArduPilot code. The main
functions to obtain the throttle and pitch demand
are _update_throttle_with_airspeed() and
_update_pitch(). Let us mention that the TECS loops
are not "pure" PID loops: ad-hoc modifications have been
implemented by the ArduPilot developers for improved
performance, such as integrator anti wind-up and output
constraints. For better readability, such modifications are
mentioned in Algorithms 1 and 2 without the full details.

B. Attitude Control

The attitude control aims to control roll, pitch and yaw
dynamics by acting on the corresponding deflection surfaces:
aileron (for roll), elevator (for pitch) and rudder (for yaw).
The three loops are composed of a cascaded PID control
of angular velocity and angle control. All three loops are
affected by the same scaling factor scaler, dependent on
the air speed and representing the fact that the deflection
effect is different at different air speeds.

• The roll controller is a cascaded PID where the inner
loop uses a scaled version of the roll rate error

rate_error_r = (desired_rate_r

− achieved_rate_r) ∗ scaler,
(4)

to control the aileron deflection angle delta_a. Here,

Algorithm 1: ArduPilot architecture for throttle
demand in TECS

Input: Target altitude _hgt_dem_adj and
target airspeed _TAS_dem_adj

Output: Throttle demand _throttle_dem
1 Update energies: Given _STE as in (2),

_STE_demand as in (3) (and their corresponding
rates), calculate the total energy errors:

_STE_error=_STE_demand−_STE,
STEdot_error=STEdot_demand−_STEdot.

2 Feedforward throttle: Calculate

ff_throttle = nomThr

+ STEdot_demand ∗ Scale,

where nomThr is a nominal throttle at cruising
speed and Scale is a parameter to compensate the
drag increase when increasing STEdot_demand.

3 Proportional-Derivative action: Calculate

_throttle_dem = K_p ∗ _STE_error
+ throttle_damp ∗ STEdot_error,

where K_p and throttle_damp are the
proportional and derivative gains.

4 Constrain throttle demand: Calculate

_throttle_dem = _throttle_dem

+ ff_throttle,

then constrain _throttle_dem into the interval
[THRmin,THRmax].

5 Integral action: Calculate the integrator state

_integTHR_state = _integTHR_state

+ _STE_error ∗ K_i ∗ _DT,

where K_i is the integral gain and _DT is the
sampling time. Constrain the integrator state
between appropriate upper and lower limits.

6 Output throttle demand: Calculate

_throttle_dem = _throttle_dem

+ _integTHR_state,

and constrain it again between appropriate upper
and lower limits.

desired_rate_r is defined by the outer loop, via

desired_rate_r =Fr(angle_err_r), (5)

where the function Fr comprises a scaling and a satu-
ration action of the roll angle error angle_err_r.

• The pitch controller is a cascaded PID where the inner
loop uses a scaled version of the pitch rate error

rate_error_p = (desired_rate_p

− achieved_rate_p) ∗ scaler,
(6)
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Algorithm 2: ArduPilot architecture for pitch
demand in TECS

Input: Target altitude _hgt_dem_adj and
target airspeed _TAS_dem_adj

Output: Pitch demand _pitch_dem
1 Update energies: Given _SEB as in (2),

_SEB_demand as in (3) (and their corresponding
rates), calculate the energy balance errors:

_SEB_error=_SEB_demand−_SEB,
SEBdot_error=SEBdot_demand−_SEBdot.

2 Proportional-Derivative action: Calculate

temp = _SEB_error+ 0.5 ∗ SEBdot_demand
+ SEBdot_error ∗ pitch_damp,

where pitch_damp is the derivative gain.
3 Integral action: Calculate the integrator state

_integSEB_state = _integSEB_state

+ _SEB_error ∗ K_I ∗ _DT,

where K_I is the integral gain and _DT the
sampling time. Then, constrain
_integSEB_state so that the total PID action is
within the saturation range of the pitch demand.

4 Output pitch demand: The final pitch demand is

_pitch_dem = (temp

+ _integSEB_state)/gainInv,

where gainInv is a flare gain. Then constrain
_pitch_dem in the operating range of the pitch.

to control the elevator angle delta_e. Here,
desired_rate_p is defined by the outer loop, via

desired_rate_p =Fp(angle_err_p)

+ rate_offset_p,
(7)

where the function Fp comprises a scaling and a satu-
ration action of the pitch angle error angle_err_p,
while rate_offset_p is a roll compensation term.

• The yaw controller is a cascaded PID where the inner
loop uses the lateral acceleration accel_y to control
the rudder angle delta_r, and the outer loop defines
a desired lateral acceleration by compensating the yaw
angle rate omega_z with a turn coordination calcula-
tion, and by applying a high-pass filter.

Algorithm 3 illustrates the ArduPilot pseudocode for
pitch control (roll control is similar and not repeated).
Algorithm 4 illustrates the ArduPilot pseudocode
for yaw control. The complete attitude control code
can be found in AP_RollController.cpp,
(roll), AP_PitchController.cpp (pitch) and
AP_YawController.cpp (yaw), in the ArduPilot
code. Again, ad-hoc modifications such as integrator anti
wind-up and output constraints are mentioned in Algorithms

Algorithm 3: ArduPilot architecture for pitch control
Input: Pitch demand _pitch_dem from TECS
Output: Elevator deflection angle delta_e

1 Update pitch data error: Calculate the desired pitch
rate desired_rate_p from the pitch angle error
angle_err_p as in (7). Then calculate the pitch
rate error rate_error_p as in (6).

2 Integral action: Calculate:

I_p = I_p+ rate_error_p ∗ ki_p ∗ _DT,

where ki_p is the integral gain and _DT is the
sampling time. Then, apply integrator anti wind-up
when the elevator deflection angle delta_e
reaches its upper or lower limits.

3 Proportional-Derivative action: Calculate:

P_p = desired_rate_p ∗ kp_p,
FF_p = desired_rate_p ∗ kff_p,
D_p = rate_error_p ∗ kd_p,

where kp_p, kff_p and kd_p are proportional,
feedforward and derivative gains, respectively.

4 Elevator deflection: Calculate:

delta_e = P_p+ I_p+ D_p+ FF_p,

then constrain delta_e within the operating range
of the elevator deflection angle.

3 and 4 without the full details. To account for couplings
between roll, pitch and yaw during turning maneuvers, some
compensation terms are designed in terms of feedforward
action in the desired pitch angle (called roll compensation)
in the yaw rate (called turn coordination).

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

We are now in the position to show the integration of the
original ArduPilot architecture with adaptation features. The
integration relies on four steps (cf. Algorithm 5):

• Select the essential PID terms of each control loop and
collect such terms in a vector xi;

• Define, for each loop, a sliding variable s based on the
aforementioned PID terms;

• Design the control law by augmenting the original PID
action with an adaptive-robust action;

• Design the adaptive law for the adaptive-robust term.
Let e represent an error variable of interest in the UAV (e.g.
total energy error, energy balance error, roll, pitch or yaw
rate error). The first step is to collect the PID terms in

xi = [K_p ∗ e, K_d ∗ e_dot, K_i ∗ e_int]T ,

where e_int denotes the integral error. The sliding variable
s can be defined as

s(t)=K_d∗e_dot(t)+K_p ∗ e(t)+K_i∗e_int(t). (8)
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AP_TECS.cpp
_update_throttle_with_airspeed()

_update_throttle_adaptive_robust_rule()

_update_pitch()

_update_pitch_adaptive_robust_rule()

AP_RollController.cpp
_get_rate_out()

_update_roll_adaptive_robust_rule()

AP_PitchController.cpp
_get_rate_out()

_update_pitch_adaptive_robust_rule()

AP_YawController.cpp
get_servo_out()

_update_yaw_adaptive_robust_rule()

_TAS_dem_adj

_hgt_dem_adj UAV

roll_demand

(from L1 controller)

_roll_angle

pitch_demand

_pitch_angle

_yaw_angle

_TAS_state

_height

_throttle_dem

delta_a

delta_e

delta_r

IMU data

Fig. 1. Control architecture in ArduPilot, with proposed modules reported in red color: TECS and attitude (roll, pitch and yaw) control receive feedback
from the UAV via the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). TECS and roll controller receive commands (demanded air speed, demanded height and demanded
roll) from the higher navigation layers. TECS provides the demanded pitch to the pitch controller and the demanded throttle to the throttle servo motor.
The attitude controllers provide the demanded deflection angles to the corresponding servo motors.

Algorithm 4: ArduPilot architecture for yaw control
Input: Acceleration accel_y and bank angle

bank_angle from inertial sensors
Output: Rudder deflection angle delta_r

1 Compensation and filtering: Calculate the turn
coordination term rate_offset_y from
bank_angle, then calculate the high-pass filter
input

rate_hp_in = ToDeg(omega_z

− rate_offset_y),

where ToDeg(·) converts radians to degrees. Then,
pass rate_hp_in through the high-pass filter
function to obtain rate_hp_out.

2 Integral action: Calculate the integrator input

integ_in = −_K_I ∗ (_K_A ∗ accel_y
+ rate_hp_out),

where _K_I is the integral gain and _K_A the
acceleration gain. Then, calculate the integrator state

_integrator = _integrator

+ integ_in ∗ delta_time,

where delta_time is the sampling time. Then,
apply integrator anti wind-up when the rudder
deflection angle delta_r reaches its upper or
lower limits.

3 Rudder deflection: Calculate

I_y = _K_D ∗ _integrator ∗ scaler2,

D_y = _K_D ∗ (-rate_hp_out) ∗ scaler2,

_last_out = I_y+ D_y,

delta_r = _last_out,

where _K_D is the derivative gain. Then, constrain
delta_r in the operating range of the rudder.

Accordingly, the augmented control action can be written as

u_aug(t) =

PID action︷ ︸︸ ︷
s(t)+ff(t)+

Adaptive gain︷︸︸︷
ρ(t) ∗

Robust action︷ ︸︸ ︷
sat(s(t)/eps)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Proposed augmentation

, (9)

where we have highlighted the different terms of the control
law. Here, ff represents the feedforward term not included
in s; eps > 0 is a design constant for the saturation function
sat(·), and ρ is an adaptive gain designed as

ρ(t) = κ̂0(t) + κ̂1(t) ∗ ||xi(t)||+ κ̂2(t) ∗ ||xi(t)||2, (10)
˙̂κi(t) = |s(t)| ∗ ||xi(t)||i − alpha ∗ κ̂i(t), (11)

with κ̂i(0) > 0,alpha > 0, i = 0, 1, 2. The stability is
based on adaptive sliding mode theory for the dynamics

ṡ(t) + ks(t) = −u_aug(t) + δ(t), (12)

∥δ(t)∥ ≤ κ∗
0 + κ∗

1∥xi(t)∥+ κ∗
2∥xi(t)∥2, (13)

where δ is an aggregate uncertainty with state dependent
upper bound. Then, κ̂i is interpreted as an estimate of
κ∗
i . Due to space limits, we refer to the previous work of

the authors [15] for stability analysis. The adaptive-robust
action in (9) does not modify the original architecture.
The users can use the autopilot as usual and tune few
additional gains alpha and eps. The approach is easily
encapsulated as few extra lines to the original code (refer to
the overall control architecture sketched in Fig. 1, or to our
released code https://github.com/Friend-Peng/
Adaptive-ArduPilot-Autopilot).

Remark 1: A few modifications in the proposed adaptive
ArduPilot are needed to align it with the ad-hoc modifications
of the original ArduPilot. Most notably, to align the integral
action of the adaptive law (11) with the anti wind-up action
of ArduPilot, we freeze the integration of κi whenever
ArduPilot does so for the integrator state.

Remark 2: The proposed adaptive approach applies also
to PX4. In fact, the PX4 function control_bodyrate()
in ecl_roll_controller.cpp (roll),
ecl_pitch_controller.cpp (pitch) and
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Algorithm 5: Integration of proposed adaptation
in ArduPilot

Input: Errors e, e_dot, e_int (for each loop)
Output: Augmented control u_aug (for each loop)

1 Select PID terms: For TECS throttle demand:
xi = [K_p ∗ _STE_error,

throttle_damp ∗ STEdot_error,
_integTHR_state].

For TECS pitch demand:
xi = [_SEB_error/gainInv,

SEBdot_error ∗ pitch_damp/gainInv,
_integSEB_state/gainInv].

For roll control:
xi = [desired_rate_r ∗ kp_r,

rate_error_r ∗ kd_r,
I_r].

For pitch control:
xi = [desired_rate_p ∗ kp_p,

rate_error_p ∗ kd_p,
I_p].

For yaw control:
xi = [_K_D ∗ _integrator ∗ scaler2,

_K_D ∗ (-rate_hp_out) ∗ scaler2].

2 Sliding surface: For each loop, calculate s as in (8)
based on the aforementioned PID terms.

3 Adaptive-robust action: For each loop, update the
adaptive gains in discrete time

kappa_i = kappa_i+ _DT ∗ kappa_i_dot,

where kappa_i_dot is ˙̂κi(t), i = 0, 1, 2 in (11).
Then, calculate the adaptive gain ρ(t) as in (10).

4 Augmented input: For each loop, the feedfoward
terms are as follows. For TECS throttle demand:

ff = ff_throttle.

For TECS pitch demand:

ff = 0.5 ∗ SEBdot_demand/gainInv.

For roll control: ff = FF_r.
For pitch control: ff = FF_p.
For yaw control: ff = 0.
Then, calculate u_aug, the sum of PID and
adaptive-robust action as in (9).

ecl_yaw_controller.cpp (yaw) is analogous
to the attitude control in ArduPilot. Also, the PX4
functions _update_throttle_setpoint() and
_update_pitch_setpoint() in TECS.cpp are
analogous to the total energy control system in Ardupilot.

ArduPlane

MAVProxy

(terminal, 

console and map 

windows)

UAV Simulator

(SIM_Plane.cpp)
UDP

5502

UDP

5502

UDP

5501

TCP

5760

TCP

5760

scheduler_tasks[]: threads scheduling in 

ArduPlane.cpp

Thread: stabilize Thread: update_alt

Attitude control TECS

UDP

5501

Fig. 2. ArduPilot SITL set up: the SITL environment includes ArduPlane,
the flight simulator and MAVProxy. ArduPlane communicates with simula-
tor by UDP protocol (port 5501 and 5502), and by TCP protocol (port 5760)
with MAVProxy. ArduPlane has a scheduler table scheduler_tasks[]
listing all tasks. For compactness, we only show attitude control and TECS
threads: other threads, e.g. for navigation, are not shown.

V. SOFTWARE-IN-THE-LOOP VALIDATION

The performances of the original (non-adaptive) and the
proposed (adaptive) ArduPilot are compared for a full flight
scenario consisting of a take-off phase, waypoint following
and landing. The flight scenario is implemented in the
software-in-the-loop (SITL) environment of ArduPilot [35].
The ArduPilot SITL set up is illustrated in Fig. 2. The SITL
environment allows to interface ArduPlane (responsible for
autopilot and simulator of UAV dynamics) with MAVProxy
(responsible for ground control station, GUI and command
console). With this interfacing step, ArduPlane can receive
the flight mode commands from MAVProxy and send flight
data to MAVProxy. ArduPlane version 4.0.6 was used.
MAVProxy is a popular open-source Ground Control Station
(GCS) suite, where the user can set the flight mode via
command console and set waypoints. During the flight tests,
the UAV takes off and follows an orbit at constant altitude.
We use the commands mode takeoff, arm throttle
and mode rtl (or mode circle) to make the fixed-wing
UAV take off and fly around the orbit. The original ArduPilot
code is used for comparison, with the original PID gains as
set in ArduPilot code [2]. The parameters for the proposed
augmented ArduPilot are listed in Table II.

To evaluate the robustness of the autopilot to uncertainty,
we simulate a change in the mass of the UAV in the
simulator: accordingly, the ArduPlane simulator will change
the inertia corresponding to this mass change. The autopilot
is not aware of the mass change in advance, so that it should
compensate for the resulting alteration effects (e.g. alteration
in altitude and airspeed due to the mass change). The initial
mass of the UAV is 2kg, and the mass can drop to 1kg
(this can represent the UAV dropping or losing the load),

TABLE II
PARAMETER SELECTION FOR THE PROPOSED ADAPTATION

Loop κ̂i(0) alpha eps
pitch 10−5 10 420
roll 10−5 150 1000
yaw 10−5 0.001 0.001
TECS throttle 10−5 0.001 10
TECS pitch 10−5 4 45
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Fig. 3. Mass change 2.0kg → 1.0kg while orbiting: comparison of airspeed
and altitude for original and proposed ArduPilot. The proposed solution not
only enables the UAV to reach faster the target altitude and target airspeed,
but it also exhibits much smaller altitude drop with faster recovery after
mass change.
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Fig. 4. Mass change 2.0kg → 4.0kg while orbiting: comparison of airspeed
and altitude for original and proposed ArduPilot. The proposed solution not
only enables the UAV to reach faster the target altitude and target airspeed,
but it also exhibits much smaller altitude drop with faster recovery after
mass change.

or increase to 4kg (this can represent the UAV catching an
additional load via some net or clamping system).

To evaluate the performance, the tracking error cost is
calculated for the 5 ArduPilot loops. The cost of the original

TABLE III
TRACKING ERROR COSTS FOR ORIGINAL AND PROPOSED AUTOPILOT

Mass Original (non-adaptive) autopilot
Roll Pitch Yaw TECS

throttle
TECS
pitch

Total

2 → 1kg 1.38 0.88 5.68 10.33 3.09 21.36
2kg 1 1 1 1 1 5.0
2 → 4kg 0.72 1.3 4.0 5.43 5.9 17.35

Mass Proposed (adaptive) ArduPilot
Roll Pitch Yaw TECS

throttle
TECS
pitch

Total
Improv.%

2 → 1kg 1.47 0.94 5.44 4.94 2.97 15.76 (35.5%)
2kg 1 1 0.49 0.73 0.92 4.14 (20.8%)
2 → 4kg 0.78 1.17 3.6 2.55 3.9 12.0 (44.6%)
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Fig. 5. Mass change 2.0kg → 1.0kg while orbiting: comparison of throttle
demand and pitch demand for original and proposed ArduPilot. It can be
noticed that the proposed solution responds faster to the mass change in
terms of throttle demand, which in turns requires less pitch variation. Fig. 3
shows that this results in a much smaller altitude drop, with faster recovery.
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Fig. 6. Mass change 2.0kg → 4.0kg while orbiting: comparison of throttle
demand and pitch demand for original and proposed ArduPilot. It can be
noticed that the proposed solution responds faster to the mass change in
terms of throttle demand, which in turns requires less pitch variation. Fig. 4
shows that this results in a much smaller altitude drop, with faster recovery.

ArduPilot (without mass change) is used as a normalizing
factor, i.e. its cost is 5.0 (due to 5 loops). The tracking
error costs are shown in Table III: the table shows that
the cost of the original ArduPilot increases to 17 and 21
(more than 3 and 4 times the baseline cost) due to mass
change, showing that the mass change scenario is critical
for performance degradation. The tracking error costs of
the proposed adaptive ArduPilot are consistently better than
the original ArduPilot: the proposed adaptive method im-
proves performance up to 20.8% without mass change and
more than 35.5% in the presence of mass change. Most
importantly, the inevitable performance degradation due to
mass change is less than 3 and 4 times the baseline cost,
i.e. the performance degradation is smaller in the proposed
ArduPilot as compared to the original one. This shows
improved robustness of the proposed method.

The experiments with half mass change and double mass
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change are visualized in Figs. 3~6 for the original and the
proposed adaptive ArduPilot. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the
proposed adaptive ArduPilot has negligible altitude drop after
mass change as compared to the original one. Meanwhile,
Figs. 5 and 6 report the TECS throttle and pitch demand,
i.e. the set points passed to the low-level control loops: the
throttle demand for the proposed adaptive ArduPilot is more
reactive during the mass change, which in turns require a
smaller pitch variation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work has shown a new adaptive ArduPilot that
embeds the original open-source ArduPilot architecture in
a seamless way with adaptive mechanisms. Comparative ex-
periments with the original ArduPilot have shown consistent
improved performance in the presence of changing flight
dynamics. Interesting future work is to cover all modules
of ArduPilot (ArduPlane, ArduCopter, ArduRover) and other
open-source autopilots such as PX4.
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